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ABSTRACT

Recently proposed health applications are able to enforce essential advancements in the healthcare sector. The design of these innovative solutions is often enabled through the cloud computing model. With regards to this technology, high concerns about information security and privacy are common in practice. These concerns with respect to sensitive medical information could be a hurdle to successful adoption and consumption of cloud-based health services, despite high expectations and interest in these services. This research attempts to understand behavioural intentions of healthcare professionals to adopt health clouds in their clinical practice. Based on different established theories on IT adoption and further related theoretical insights, we develop a research model and a corresponding instrument to test the proposed research model using the partial least squares (PLS) approach. We suppose that healthcare professionals’ adoption intentions with regards to health clouds will be formed by their outweighing two conflicting beliefs which are performance expectancy and medical information security and privacy concerns associated with the usage of health clouds. We further suppose that security and privacy concerns can be explained through perceived risks.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Nowadays, healthcare and medical service delivery are on the way to be revolutionized ([7],[7],[21]). Due to the recently proposed solutions, medical data can be easily shared and collaboratively used by healthcare professionals involved in the medical treatment [42],[42], while novice surgeons can automatically be assisted in their surgical procedures [32],[32] and physicians can be supported to make their therapy-related decisions [30],[30]. The design of these apparently important innovative healthcare solutions is often enabled through the cloud computing model, which is known for providing adequate computing and storage resources on demand [33],[33]. However, the immediate involvement of the cloud computing’s third-party as well as communication via the open Internet landscape might lead to unexpected risks (e.g., legal problems) ([6],[6],[35]) and therefore cause intense concerns among medical workers with respect to cloud computing companies’ ability and willingness to protect disclosed medical information ([24],[36],[43]). While online medical service providers currently show interest in collecting medical information of their customers ([22],[22],[25]), through the misuse of medical information the service users might get subject to harassment by marketers of medical products and services, and discrimination by employers, healthcare insurance agencies, and associates.
The exposure of security and privacy concerns related to sensitive medical information could be a serious hurdle to successful adoption and consumption of cloud-based health services, as repeatedly demonstrated by prior empirical evidence in other healthcare settings ([1],[2], [3], [18], [15], [29], [6], [35], and [5]).

This research examines which determinants can explain the extent to which medical workers will be willing to adopt health clouds in their daily work. To conduct the research, we follow the guidelines proposed by [44] and [31] and [19]. We build on well-established theories and works on adoption of information technologies ([47], [48]) and existing theoretical insights into the factors influencing healthcare IT and cloud computing adoption. We further draw on utility maximization theory ([3], [12]) arguing that one tries to maximize his or her total utility. We suppose the utility function to be given by the trade-off between expected positive and negative outcomes in a healthcare professional’s decision-making process with regards to the usage of health clouds.

The paper is divided into four sections. In Section 2, we introduce the background of our research, highlight main theoretical foundations and formulate research hypothesis. Section 3 proceeds with presenting the research model where we illustrate the hypothesized relations. It further deals with the instrument developed to test the proposed research model using the partial least squares (PLS) approach ([19], [20], [44]). We conclude by recapitulating the results of this work, extensively discussing its limitations and thus giving recommendations for further research.

2. BACKGROUND AND THEORETICAL FOUNDATIONS

The availability of medical data is of utmost importance to physicians during the medical service delivery [42]. The healthcare sector can further profit from modern data analysis techniques. Their application fields in the healthcare area range from disease detection, disease outbreak prediction, and choice of a therapy to useful information extraction from doctors’ free-note clinical notes, and medical data gathering and organizing [21]. These techniques can also be applied to assessment of plausibility and performance of medical services and medical therapies development [7]. Recently, [32] introduced an interactive three-dimensional e-learning portal for novice surgeons. Under real time conditions, their surgical procedures are to be compared to the practice of experienced surgeons. [30] presented a decision support system aimed to assist physicians in finding a successful treatment for some certain illness based on the currently available best practices and the characteristics of a given patient.

By provisioning adequate capacities to store and process huge amounts of data, cloud computing facilitates the design of these innovative applications in the healthcare area. However, this technology is also known for users’ concerns about their information security and privacy ([24], [36]). While the providers of healthcare-related websites are interested in collecting medical information ([22],[22], [25]), the misuse of medical information might result in different harassment and discrimination scenarios for patients ([3],[27]). In the recent past, there were cases where, based on disclosed medical information, marketers of medical products and services sent their promotional offers; employers refused to hire applicants and even fired employees; insurance firms denied life insurances. The exposure of the concerns surrounding information security and privacy could therefore negatively affect adoption and consumption of cloud-based health services, as multiple empirical studies demonstrated this in the healthcare context ([1],[2], [3],[3], [18], [15], [29], [6], [35] and [5]) and other settings ([13], [14] and [40]).

In the present work, we try to understand the predictors of behavioural intention of healthcare professionals to adopt health clouds in their work. In the research related to management of
information systems (MIS), a variety of theories have been applied to explain an individual’s adoption of information technologies. Among others, these include theories of reasoned action (TRA), planned behaviour (TPB), technology acceptance model (TAM), and unified theory of acceptance and use of technology (UTAUT) ([47], [48]). In line with these theories, we suppose that healthcare professionals’ adoption of health clouds is a product of beliefs surrounding the system. We additionally assume that medical workers’ intentions are consistent with utility maximization theory ([3], [12]) which posits that an individual attempts to maximize his or her total utility. As usage of health clouds is associated with numerous risks for a healthcare professional, we suppose that his or her utility function in the presented context is given by the calculus of conflicting beliefs which involve performance expectancy of the services, on one side, and associated security and privacy concerns about medical information, on the other side. We further postulate that information security and privacy concerns result from perceived risks.

2.1 Performance Expectancy

In one of the recent works on information technology acceptance, Venkatesh et al. [47] defines performance expectancy as the extent to which individuals believe that using the information technology is helpful in attaining certain gains in their job performance. Performance expectancy and other factors that pertain to performance expectancy such as perceived usefulness are generally shown to be the strongest predictors of behavioural intention [47]. Previous work suggests that healthcare professionals tend to be higher willing to adopt technological advances in their practice the higher they perceive their usefulness ([17], [8], [46], [35]). Similarly, cloud computing is more likely to be adopted the more beneficial it appears to the decision maker ([23], [28], [29], [36]). Therefore, we hypothesize that:

Hypothesis 1. Performance expectancy will be positively associated with behavioural intention to accept health clouds.

2.2 Security and Privacy Concerns

Online companies rely on use of their customers’ personal information to select their marketing strategies ([36], [25]). As a result of this, Internet users view their privacy as being invaded. A recent survey revealed that 90% of Americans and Britons felt concerned about their online privacy and over 70% of Americans and 60% of Britons were even higher concerned than in the previous year [43].

Healthcare professionals appear to be ones of the most anxious Internet users in terms of information privacy. Dinev and Hart [13] argue that Internet “users with high social awareness and low Internet literacy tend to be the ones with the highest privacy concerns”. Although this group of users constitute the intellectual core of society, they are not able or willing to keep up with protecting technologies while using the Internet. Simon et al. [39] further state that physicians are worried about patient privacy even more than the patients themselves.

In this study, privacy concerns are related to healthcare professionals’ beliefs regarding cloud computing companies’ ability and willingness to protect medical information ([40], [4], [36]). The dimensions of privacy concerns involve errors, improper access, collection, and unauthorized secondary usage.

Due to the open Internet infrastructure vulnerable to multiple security threats [36], we further consider security concerns. They refer to healthcare professionals’ beliefs regarding cloud computing companies’ ability and willingness to safeguard medical information from security breaches ([4], [36]). The dimensions of security concerns include information confidentiality and
integrity, authentication (verification) of the parties involved and non-repudiation of transactions completed.

Similarly to [4], we distinguish six dimensions of the combined security and privacy concerns, where we consider the dimensions of errors and improper access to be equivalent to the expectancy are to be measured with items adapted from Venkatesh et al. ([47], [48]). Security and privacy concerns are to be explored at a more detailed level, as recommended by [1]. With regards to the concerns, we draw on the multi-dimensional view proposed by Bansal [4]. The dimensions of privacy-related concerns, i.e., collection, errors, unauthorized secondary use, and improper access, originate from the work by Smith et al. [40] and were validated in healthcare privacy studies ([15], [18]). To measure the factors associated with collection, integrity/errors, and confidentiality/improper access, the questions from [18] were adapted. For the secondary use construct, we took items from [12]. Measures for the remaining underlying factors, i.e., authentication and non-repudiation, were developed based on [4]. To measure perceived risks, we rely on the items by [16].

Table 1. Research Model Constructs and Related Questionnaire Items

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Construct</th>
<th>Items</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Behavioural Intention to Adopt Health Clouds (based on [47], [48])</td>
<td>Given I get the system offered in the future and the patient consent for medical information transmission over the system is given, … I intend to use it whenever possible. … I plan to use it to the extent possible. … I expect that I have to use it.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Performance Expectancy (based on [47], [48])</td>
<td>Using the system would make it easier to do my job. I would find the system useful in my job. If I use the system, I will spend less time on routine job tasks.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Security and Privacy Concerns – Integrity / Errors (based on [4], [40], [18])</td>
<td>I would be concerned that in the system… … medical information can be modified (altered, corrupted). … medical information is not enough protected against modifications. … accurate medical information can hardly be guaranteed.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Security and Privacy Concerns – Confidentiality / Improper Access (based on [4], [40], [18])</td>
<td>I would be concerned that in the system… … medical information can be accessed by unauthorized people. … medical information is not enough protected against unauthorized access. … authorized access to medical information can hardly be guaranteed.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Security and Privacy Concerns – Authentication (based on [4])</td>
<td>I would be concerned that in the system… … transactions with a wrong user can take place in the system. … verifying the truth of a user in the system is not enough ensured. … transacting with the right user in the system can hardly be guaranteed.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Security and Privacy Concerns – Nonrepudiation (based on [4])</td>
<td>I would be concerned that transactions in the system … … could be declared untrue. … are disputable. … are deniable.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Security and Privacy Concerns – Collection (based on [4], [40], [18])</td>
<td>I would be concerned that medical information transmitted over the system … … does not get deleted from the cloud. … is kept as a copy. … is collected by the cloud provider.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Security and Privacy Concerns – Unauthorized Secondary Use (based on [4], [40], [12])</td>
<td>I would be concerned that medical information transmitted over the system can be … … used in a way I did not foresee. … misused by someone unintended. … made available/sold to companies or unknown parties without your knowledge.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
In general, it would be risky to transmit medical information over the system. Transmitting medical information over the system would involve many unexpected problems. I would not have a good feeling when transmitting medical information over the system.

The respondents are supposed to be presented one of the above mentioned scenarios. They further will be asked to provide their answers to the questions on a 7 Likert scale (e.g., 1: Not likely at all, 2: Highly unlikely, 3: Rather unlikely, 4: Neither likely nor unlikely, 5: Rather likely, 6: Highly likely, 7: Fully likely). Additionally, they will be asked about practice period [9], their workplace location (e.g. rural or urban) ([35], [9]), gender, and age, etc. [35]. These questions will mainly allow describing the sample.

3. CONCLUSION, LIMITATIONS AND SUGGESTIONS FOR FUTURE RESEARCH

In this work, we defined a theoretical model aimed to explain behavioural intention of healthcare professionals to adopt health clouds in their clinical practice. We operationalized the research model and transferred it into a structural equation model to further analyse with the PLS approach.

Drawing on utility maximization theory and further related research, we suppose that healthcare professionals’ adoption intentions with regards to health clouds will be formed by outweighing two conflicting beliefs. They involve expected performance expectancy and security and privacy concerns associated with the usage of health clouds. We further postulate that security and privacy concerns can be explained through perceived risks.

Our work implies some limitations. First, there might be some other possible casual relationships between the constructs proposed in the research model. For example, [46] hypothesize that EMR security/confidentiality influences its perceived usefulness, while [17] find a positive relationship between perceived importance of data security and perceived usefulness of electronic health services. As identified by [26], perceived privacy risk directly influences personal information disclosure in the context of online social networks. In our future research, we are going to verify all possible paths, as recommended by [20].

Second, we left some other factors out of consideration such as effort expectancy, social influence, and facilitating conditions which are often investigated and can extend the study in the future.

Venkatesh et al. [47] define effort expectancy as referring to the extent to which an individual finds the system easy to use. The factor is also captured by perceived ease of use specified in TAM. Perceived ease of use is important for potential cloud computing users ([28], [36]). Physicians view easy-to-use services as more useful and stronger intend to use them ([17], [6], [35], [6]). Contrary to these findings and other previous research assertions (e.g., [47], [48]), perceived ease of use did not exert any significant effects on perceived usefulness or attitude, when tested in the telemedicine context [8]. The authors suggest that physicians comprehend new information technologies more easily and quickly than other user groups do. Alternatively, the importance of perceived ease of use may be weakened by increases in general competence or staff assistance [8]. These aspects are implied in the concept of facilitating conditions which relates to the extent to which individuals believe in the existence of an organizational and technical
infrastructure to support their system use [47]. They were found to play a role in formation of behavioural intention to use cloud computing in hospital [29] and perceived usefulness of healthcare information technologies ([8], [34], [6], [35]).

Social influence refers to the degree to which individuals perceive that others’ beliefs about their system use are important [47]. Being differently labelled across studies, social influence was found to have contradictory results when tested with regards to behavioural intention. Cloud computing users were significantly guided by the way they believe they are viewed by others as having used the cloud computing technology [28]. However, practicing physicians’ intentions to use telemedicine technology were not significantly influenced by social norms [8]. Dinev and Hu [11] observe subjective norm influencing behavioural intention rather for IT aware groups. Dinev and Hu believe that the more IT knowledgeable the group are, the more they communicate about IT related issues and are willing to learn IT solutions their peers already use.

Finally, some variables which are to be used to describe the sample (e.g., workplace location) can further be controlled for their role. As observed by [35], urban hospitals could be expected to adopt innovative solutions rather than rural ones. Hospitals located outside cities and towns are the only alternative for people living nearby. So they do not have to compete with others in adopting new technologies. Furthermore, they are typically under-occupied and have little financial support.
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